ECONOMICS CLUB STUDY BY KUTTNER'S SPEECH
President's Viewpoint Receives Little Sympathy—Business Meeting.

A spirited meeting of the Economics Club was held in the Eng. Cye.

...the class need not shirk from the work. Uninteresting articles...and perhaps the best way to do this...improve the paper, and the students...is impossible for the small number of...friends and acquaintances where they...to us where they will do some good...will, of course, occasionally creep...scientific clippings, of very...the term. This is not mere "space...print later on, probably in the same...suggestion we had received. No more...Space, those of the results received...now printing the request in a more...up to date. We are...most of the students who have serious and practical opinions on the subject...is to be invested and the...of the old...can be placed upon a profit producing...Hence we have Jerry building...of persons as a whole, but, as a matter of...of persons is carried on by the people...professional gain, in utter disregard...authority, which initially exists under the modern methods...Production ought not to be carried on in the...as a whole and, for profit, and with...as personal gain, in utter disregard...of the public welfare. The...Socialism, continued the speaker,...future of the organization of the...corporations themselves, however, no...sought to be carried on in the same...in order to be able to...size. This was a little legacy from...in order to be able to...to be the sentiment of the members...the methods of work which the...the point of view, as regards their work...estimated. We are earnestly endeavoring to...and the students, on whose behalf it is issued, are certainly under obligation to give us all the help in their power. The easiest, and perhaps the best way to do this is to give us the benefit of their ideas on the subject of improvement.

We wish to call attention to the "Scientific and Engineering Notes" which we have been running as a regular feature at the beginning of every issue. This is not mere "space filler," but it is a unique and very real interest to the majority of Institute men. They are carefully collected from the leading technical journals, the U. S. Geological Survey, and other similar sources, by a member of the Staff who gives his entire attention to the work. Uninteresting articles will not be accepted, and it is safe to say that the majority of readers will be well repaid for looking over the columns from day to day.

One more event of the Fall Meet out of the way.

EIGHT FRESHMAN SHOW CANDIDATES
Business Department Attracts Large Field of Competitors—Six Sophomores Out.

Eight Freshmen have entered the competition for Assistant Business Manager of the Tech Show. They are L. L. McGrady, E. H. Day, W. A. Wood, L. J. Noyes, G. B. Kuttner, and B. T. Swanson. D. F. Dodge, D. N. Swan, E. J. Davidson, and R. K. Meenall, Six Sophomores are out. Business Manager. They are G. R. Randolph, E. A. Eldredge, T. B. Walker, F. A. Fletcher, Carpenter, and Wallis. The latter two were candidates last year and were the second assistants. With the other four they will contest for the managership.

Manager Lord will meet the Freshman candidates at 5:30 next Tuesday afternoon in the Show Office.

STEWARDS NEW SYSTEM
Bonus for Walter Who Serves the Greatest Number of Men.

A new system has been adopted by Walter Steward who serves the Freshman Club. The former system was based upon the number of waiters who served the Freshmen and were the second assistants. With the new punches. The waiter who served the most patrons every morning at breakfast is to receive a cash bonus in addition to his weekly stipend.

NEW GIFT TO LIBRARY
Dr. R. P. Bigelow, Librarian of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, notes the gift to the library of $2500 by Mrs. T. Jewett Moore. This is the successor to a gift of some time ago when Mrs. Moore turned over to the library a fund of about equal size. This was a little legacy from her uncle, John Hume Tod, and was devoted to the purchase of books of non-technical character for the General Library. The present gift, which continues the memorial to her uncle, is designed to further the work of the library and is invested and the income devoted to non-technical work. Mrs. Moore has spoken to the Glee Club about the future of the organization of the churches, and the socialistic character of his own. The individual is made to its own interest as corporations are...and for personal gain, purely for personal gain, in utter disregard of the public welfare. The new...consists of the old...abandoned entirely the historical...accepted basis of Socialism, and...the point of view, as regards their work...in the same space...of persons is carried on by the people...as personal gain, in utter disregard of the public welfare. The new...the organization of the corporations themselves, however, no such slipshod methods prevail. There...not to be carried on in the same...in order to be able to...renowned. He said that this system...understood as superior to capitalism on its own merits, with...a role in the development of...value, class struggle, economic...the rich, numerous, and the least...as considered cardinal doctrines of Socialism.

At the next meeting of the Club, of which the date will be announced to any member who wishes to oppose the conception will have an opportunity to do so. The members...argued by the Kuttner’s argument, and expect that...of their members at their disposal.

Three days remain for the first round of the Fall Tennis Tournament.